What happens when I e-cycle?

NEW PRODUCTS

RECYCLED METALS
Used in new electronics, jewelry, automobiles and other products.

RECYCLED PLASTICS
Made into many different things like garden furniture & non-food containers.

E-Cycle Wisconsin registered collector sends items to E-Cycle Wisconsin registered recycler

REMANUFACTURE

Once the buyer receives the commodities, they are processed and manufactured into new items.

RECYCLE

E-cycler takes item apart

E-cycler sorts different components of electronic device (metals, plastic, glass, etc.)

E-cycler packages and ships different commodities (plastic, metal, glass) to buyers

E-cycler shreds hard drives to destroy all personal information and recycles the metals

If electronics are reusable, collector or e-cycler destroys personal information, refurbishes item and resells or donates
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